The CUORE Crystal Validation Runs (CCVRs) have been carried out since the end of 2008 at the Gran Sasso National Laboratories, in order to test the performances and the radiopurity of the TeO 2 crystals produced at SICCAS (Shanghai Institute of Ceramics, Chinese Academy of Sciences) for the CUORE experiment. In this work the results of the first 5 validation runs are presented. Results have been obtained for bulk contaminations and surface contaminations from several nuclides. An extrapolation to the CUORE background has been performed.
Introduction 1
The production of the CUORE [1] crystals was appointed to (SBD), are applied in each production phase to test the above 23 mentioned materials. pliance of the crystals to the contract limits in terms of radio-33 purity (see Table 1 ).
Isotope Allowed Contamination 238 U < 3 ·10 −13 g/g 232 Th < 3 ·10 −13 g/g 210 Pb < 1 ·10 −5 Bq/kg 210 Po < 0.1 Bq/kg Table 2 : Summary of CCVR data taking period and live time.
Radioactivity study was performed on the high energy re- has been used (Sec. 6).
51
An extrapolation to the CUORE background is performed in 52 Sec. 8. results.
72
The CCVR experimental setup is hosted in a dilution refrig- 
Data analysis

79
CCVR data processing, from raw data to the final spectra, 80 follows the procedure described in details in [7] .
81
The pulse amplitude is estimated by means of an Optimum 
120
As a first step, each CCVR spectrum is corrected for the cor-
121
responding efficiency of the event-based cuts (from Table 3 
153
where P is the probability of a pile-up, r is the counting rate of the events that passed the global cuts described above, and The average efficiency, weighed on the proper lifetime ∆t i , is 207 computed using the formula:
Results on background rates of CUORE crystals
210
From the energy spectra of all CCVRs the background rates 211 in various energy regions can be calculated.
212
Six energy regions of interest are identified in the spectra and 
222
From 4000 to 8000 keV the contribution of the various α
223
lines from U and Th decay chains is expected.
224
In between, there is the region (5000, 6000) keV, which is The activity of 210 Po can be measured from the intensity of 316 5407.5 keV α line in the anti-coincidence spectrum.
317
The plot in Fig. 3 sponding lifetime of that run (see Table 9 for details) is used.
360
Using the Bayesian approach, the upper limits N u at 90% C.L. Table 8 ).
363
The upper limit on the activity for each nuclide is calculated 364 using the following formula: Table 10 . the analysis is repeated with an energy threshold of 40 keV.
420
The anti-coincidence spectrum between 40 and 60 keV is fit- returned from the fit. The upper limit on bulk contamination is 433 computed using Eq. 5. The upper limit on surface contamina-434 tion is extracted using the following formula: 
U/Th surface contaminations
454
The M2sum spectrum in Fig. 2 shows a huge background for Table 12 : Energy of the gamma lines from Tellurium metastable isotopes and corresponding sum energy when in coincidence with a 210 Po event.
460
Because of the presence of these coincidences, only nuclides 461 with a Q-value lower than 5407.5 keV (see Table 13 ) are used 462 for surface contamination analysis. 218 Po and 212 Bi are there-463 fore discared. The scatter plot of M2 events is shown in Fig. 6 .
464
The shadowed region contains the events with a total energy 465 within 4 and 5 MeV.
466
For each nuclide listed in Table 13 , the number of counts is Table 13 : Upper limits at 90% C.L. on the number of counts ascribed to several nuclides from uranium and thorium decay chain from the M2sum spectrum. For each nuclide, the half-life of the α decay is also shown. 
U238 M2sum
Figure 7: For each penetration length, the containment efficiency of surface events is computed for both M1 and M2sum Monte Carlo spectra.
containment value for 0.2 µm depth is very similar both for M1
484
and M2sum spectrum.
485
The drop in M1 containment efficiency for very thin layers or the M1 spectrum (see Table 13 for the M2sum counts and 495 Table 8 for the M1 counts) and ε MC is the Monte Carlo aver- duces the most stringent limits (see Table 8 for details).
507
For the 238 U chain, the surface contamination for 2 peaks is 508 evaluated:
509
• 238 U, the chain parent;
510
• 226 Ra, the most active line both in M1 and M2sum spectra.
511
The contribution from 210 Pb is treated separately (see Sec. 6). for the bulk contamination.
517
The results for surface contaminations are shown in Table 14 .
518
As explained in Sec. Monte Carlo simulation and ∆E = 60 keV.
545
The results are shown in Table 15 .
546
In the most conservative approach, considering the most ac- The results are shown in Table 16 . Based on these results, 
582
The CCVRs background rate shows a reduction with respect 583 to the one measured in CUORICINO in all the energy regions 584 considered. The bulk activity of 210 Po is measured to be within 585 the limit specified in the contract with the crystals producer. 
